
                                                                                  

    

 

 

                                  

Dear  Chair DeFazio and Chair Larsen, 

 

Thank you for holding the Hearing on Efforts to Mitigate Climate Change at U.S. Airports. 
This is indeed an important consideration at many levels, including the Minnesota Twin Cities 
area, the National Airspace System (NAS), and around the globe.  Our testimony can be extend-
ed for questions or supplemented with data and conversation with Committee Staff.  

Respectfully, our organization has been studying this topic since at least 1996, as part of a 
major expansion of operational capacity needed for planned population and economic growth in 
the State and Metro region. We found evidence that NAS routes and schedules were a 
major cost, environmental, public health, and noise disturbance factor, depending 
on hourly use rates. 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) found the same thing: NAS surveillance and air 
traffic control was used for scheduling runway use, and fleet mixes based on in-use routes and 
schedules, range, and cruise speed.  Out of necessity after 9/11 and the recession of 2008 routes 
were organized by airlines into hub-and-spoke networks. That tested air traffic command and 
control limits and too often increased flights in airport airspace.  

Our White Paper Air Traffic Control at Major Hub Airports and Metroplexes com-
pared nearly equal annual passenger-trips by year and total passenger airmiles. Using 2005 as 
the base, commercial flights were on average over 20% longer in 2015 to 2019 than in 2005. 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG in CO2 eq. metric tons) and submicron carbon particulates emitted      
correspond, of course, to miles flown and hours of operation. 

The annual average daily ground noise-intensity value, 65 db (day-night level) has no reason-
able relationship to GHG emissions. Overflight ground noise intensity is negligible, due to height 
10 miles distant from a runway —the distance that World Health Organization and other studies 
show increased health risks.  

The economic recovery after COVID is an opportunity to implement GPS routes, as once 
planned, and reduce health risks and slow climate change.  We have confidence that the many 
detailed tasks will be addressed by the Committee, at airports, en route, and through  aircraft 
and air traffic control advances.   

 

Respectfully and urgently, 

The Special Metro Airports Analysis Center and the  

Board of Directors of the South Metro Airport Action Council 

 

James R. Spensley, President 
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The study context was at first keeping up with the advance of longer-range, faster, and 
larger aircraft given a constrained airfield site in an urban area already expanding at a rapid 
clip.  Jet aircraft approaches and departures were increasing in the mid-1970’s, and the routes 
competed with planned land uses and developments for airspace and compatibility.  

The public discontent was, as usual, noise (and low frequency vibrations). Two efforts to 
reconcile the conflicts were begun: a large CFR 14, Part 150 Noise Abatement Plan (a Sound 
Insulation Program in this case) to reduce interior noise, and a long-term study of future needs 
focusing on future needs without clear technology or cost guidelines. This study compared a 
much larger airfield or airport in a less developed area with an expansion of the existing 
airport. 

The “existing airport” was the result of regional planning directed by the Legislature 
including the creation of the Metropolitan Airports Commission. The point at the time, we 
believe, was not to develop two airports further, settling on the Minneapolis site as the 
“commercial airport” —Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport (MSP), and retaining the 
St. Paul Downtown Airport for fixed-base, business, and private use. It turned out, apparently, 
that the eventual changes in scale as jets were introduced was a big surprise.  

In other cities, the response was a new jet airport in a suburban setting. The Minnesota 
Legislature funded a study of a likely location further away from MSP. That study was 
complicated by location access and area by soil conditions and drainage issues.  

Then, in 1996, the Legislature, at the request of Northwest Airlines, directed that MSP be 
expanded to accommodate 36 million annual passengers (18 million boardings) including less 
than half “connecting passengers.” Despite fierce neighborhood objection and costs that 
doubled compared to the 1996 estimates, MSP added a new runway that increased hourly 
capacity, but less than planned, in late 2003.  

 Runway use/hour was increasing as operations returned after 9/11, mostly similar 
schedules, and peaked in 2005. The recession interrupted recovery. The lower demand 
affected the planned transition to more varied airliners and routes using new aircraft purchases 
and leases. Airlines engaged regional operators more often and some flights were operated by 
fixed-base operators, leading to safety issues. After the Calgon crash, major airlines had to take
-over regional airlines, leading to airline failures and mergers.  

The recovery used fewer hubs more often and this increased average flight time and 
distances traveled. By 2019, trips nearly reached the 2005 boardings of domestic passengers, 
but total miles per trip were about 20% longer airport-to-airport on average.  

At MSP and other hubs, arrival banks were increased, gates and storage areas added, and 
peak hours handled more and more of the fights. In 2010, a near-miss at MSP led to a 
reduction of the maximum safe operations per hour, not fully resolved since the pandemic 
reduced demand drastically. New runway use rules were published in May 2019, the 4th 
change since the 2010 near-miss.  


